Advanced Officer Update

Course Summary:
Law enforcement Officers faces ever increasing threats to their safety during the performance of their duties. Some examples of this are: High risk incidents during transports of prisoners, court floor building searches, contacts outside Detention property, foot pursuits, and third strike felons who vow not to return to prison, active shooter suspects, and mentally challenged suspects. This course will be an introduction to some and refresher course to others on the tactical; use of their communication, approach & positioning, situational awareness, control of sense, use of force, mindset, avoiding complacency, and officer safety. This course consists of hands-on/practical skills, and class room instructions.

Performance Objectives
The trainee will: 1. Demonstrate knowledge of the MCSO’s Use of Force/Firearms Policy. 2. Identify the tactical analysis key points related to tactical firearms as reported in the POST Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted (LEOKA) Studies (1994 to Present). 3. Demonstrate a minimum standard of decision making with every training scenario to the instructor’s satisfaction to include: a) Judgment and decision making b) Communication c) Approach and positioning d) Situational awareness e) Control of sense f) Use of Force g) Mindset h) Avoiding complacency i) Mental rehearsal j) Officer safety k) Demonstrate the ability to perform proper building searches/approach/room clearing, and room entry.